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Floodof'93
washes out
economic experts
by Marcia Merry

During the month of July, a new natural wonder formed on the continent of North
America - the "Great Lake of Iowa." Record summer rains so saturated the soils
that thousands of square miles of land were engulfed, centered on the state of
Iowa, with satellite photos showing the area as a lake about 240 by 300 miles
across, a sister to the existing Great Lakes of the upper Midwest (see map).
At the same time, thousands of miles of river channels of the extensive upper
Mississippi and Missouri river systems overflowed their banks from Minnesota
whose state nickname is "Land 0' Lakes" - south to Missouri and Kentucky. The
epic scale of devastation to towns, crops, transportation, and animal life was clear
for all the world to see. According to hydrologists, the Flood of '93 is a "500year" flood. More than 1,000 levees were breached, 20 million acres of farmland
were under water, and 38,000 homes were damaged or destroyed. Nine states
were designated as official disaster areas in July, and counties in more states are
now being added to the casualty list. Yet a chorus of so-called economic experts
has chanted that the effects on the economy will be minimal. Mahidhara Ram,
senior research associate at the Chicago Federal Re�erve Bank's think-tank, the
Regional Economics Applications Laboratory, sai4 that "it was a disaster" for
agriculture, "but for the overall economy it won't be that bad." Chief economist
for Chicago's Northern Trust Co., Robert Dederick, $aid, "As painful as [the flood
losses are] to the individuals involved, in the aggregate, that's very small. In the
,
macroeconomic sense, it seems to be a blip."
On Aug. 4, the Federal Reserve System put o\lt its periodic review of the
national economy, which played down the impact �f the floods, saying damage
was "highly concentrated" in nine midwestern states. and that it would not "threat
en overall economic expansion," which the Fed said would proceed moderately.
On Aug. 11, the U.S. Department of Agriculture! put out its first crop report of
the 1993 season, and minimized the impact on crop�. While forecasting that com
production will be down 22% from last year (a record crop year), it said soybeans
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The composite satellite
picture, compiled by the
U. S. Commerce
Department's National
Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration, shows
the that the soil in a
large portion of Iowa
became so waterlogged,
that it fonned a veritable
new "Great Lake"
comparable in size to the
real ones.

will be down "only" 13%, and asserted that the impact would
be small because of adequate existing stocks.
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